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Introduction

The approximate two-month lifetime of atmospheric carbon
monoxide (CO) makes it ideal for tracking transported pollution. CO
is also useful for identifying local sources of pollution due to the
large perturbations over relatively low background amounts.

Here, we use the
complementary sensitivities
of two instruments that
measure column CO to
investigate local and
transported pollution at
Darwin (-12.4�, 130.9�) and
Wollongong (-34.4�, 150.9�)
in Australia, and Lauder in
New Zealand (-45.0�, 169.7�).

Total column measurements

Observations of column CO are made with
satellite-borne and ground-based instruments.

I CO molecules absorb infrared (IR) radiation.
I Different vertical sensitivity of instruments is

shown by their averaging kernels (AK).

Satellite-borne Measurements of Pollution In
The Troposphere (MOPITT)

I Gas correlation filter radiometer launched in
1999 [3].

I Optimal estimation inverts the IR signal to
retrieve CO amount.

I Version 7 Joint TIR/NIR daytime, land-only pixels [2].
I CO averaged in a one degree radius around stations.

Ground-based remote sensing Fourier Transform infrared
Spectrometer (FTS)
I Commissioned at Darwin in 2005 as a part for the TCCON

network (tccon.ornl.gov); commissioned at the University of
Wollongong in 1996 and Lauder in 1994 and as a part of the
NDACC network (www.ndacc.org)

I Column CO is retrieved from IR spectra using the SFIT [6] or
GFIT [7] programs.

Model simulations with CAM-chem

CAM4-chem within the Community Earth-System
Model (CESM v1.5 alpha) framework [5]
www2.cesm.ucar.edu

Resolution 2.5� longitude x 1.9� latitude, 56 levels (⇠40 km model top)
Years Run 2001-2014, spin-up in year 2000
Meteorology Nudged to NASA MERRA reanalysis product at

⇠10% relaxation
Emissions Biomass burning: QFED CO2⇥FINN emission factors,

Anthropogenic and Ocean: based on RCP 8.5,
Biogenic: online MEGAN.

Chemistry 170 species, with over 400 reactions
Tagged region Biomass burning and anthropogenic CO is tagged in 14 re-

gions, based on HTAP Tier 1 (http://www.htap.org/).

Climatological Seasonal Cycles

Seasonality at the
three stations is
shown from MOPITT,
FTS and CAM-chem.
The general
climatological
seasonal cycle peaks
in Sep–Oct due to the
Southern Hemisphere
biomass burning
season [4]. Local fire
contributes the most
to seasonality at
Darwin, transported
fire contributes most
at Lauder.

CO timeseries and anomalies

Timeseries of daily averaged total column CO
anomalies for FTS (blue) and MOPITT (red) show
differences at each station. Anomalies are calculated
by subtracting the climatological seasonal cycle from
the daily averaged total column values (example
shown for Darwin).

I Events = anomalies departing from the seasonal
climatology (vertical bars)

I Event threshold: 2� above and below
I Three event types: Light blue — FTS-only

Gold — MOPITT-only
Green — Both

Darwin fire season is particularly strong, driving the
largest seasonal cycle of the three stations. Anomaly
events tend to be large and episodic.

Wollongong shows many anomaly events, a
reflection of being influenced by many sources
including local anthropogenic emissions from Sydney
and the Port Kembla Steelworks.

Lauder is representative of well-mixed Southern
Hemisphere air and has the least anomalous events.

Case study anomaly dates:
a 20061116, b 20080215, c 20030121,
d 20100113, e 20101012.

Diagnosing transport with MOPITT

Composite level 2 plots of MOPITT retrievals show hemispheric and regional influences. Highest values are overplotted last.
White denotes missing values over ocean and grey are missing values over land.

a Regional impact of NW
Australian fire (Nov 2006)

20061113-20061119
Events at Darwin and Wollongong.

d Volatile organic compound
(VOC) oxidation in eastern
Australia (Jan 2010)

20100110-20100116

b Transported anthropogenic air
masses from the NH (Feb 2008)

20080211-20080228

c Local and regional impact of
eastern Australian fire (Jan 2003)

20030119-20030131
Events at Wollongong and Lauder.

e Transported fire emissions (Oct 2010)

20101009-20101015
The hemispheric impacts of South American and southern African fires is evident.

Model derived source contributions

Although the model is biased low to measurements, anomalies
correlate well, so we can use CAM-chem to analyze events.
Some events are explained by differences in local sources,
others are explained by differences in transported emissions.
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Event d biogenic influence

Drought analysis and OMI-based isoprene emissions suggest
that in addition to local pollution, event d could be influenced by
oxidation of biogenic VOCs in Southeast Australia.

Rainfall deficiencies
20090101 to 20100131

[IMAGE: Australian Bureau of Meteorology]

January 2010 relative to the
2005–2014 average January
isoprene emissions

[DATA for IMAGE: BIRA-IASB [1]]

Summary

Instruments with different vertical sensitivities can help interpret
atmospheric composition contributions.
I Fire is the main driver of CO variability in Australasia.
I MOPITT provides a regional and global context.
I FTS measures local contributions in the lower troposphere.
I CAM-chem is useful for helping to diagnose sources.
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